
KMC Commander
IoT Software and Cloud Services

MODELS

Commander BX (Hardware)

The KMC Commander BX IoT appliance is custom-designed 
hardware for hosting the KMC Commander software with cloud 
services. See KMC Commander Hardware and Software on 
page 2. For detailed information about KMC Commander 
BX hardware, see the data sheet for the KMC Commander BX 
IoT Appliance. See also KMCCommander.com.

DESCRIPTION

Introduction

KMC Commander is a next-generation IoT (Internet of Things) 
solution that connects your building devices to the cloud 
and provides meaningful data in real-time to your PC or 
mobile device. The software suite includes an entirely new 
application server, combined with the custom graphic tool, 
and a mobile app. You can now build your entire customer’s 
solution using a unified tool set optimized for efficient work-
flow. The technology leverages powerful tagging and data 
modeling, which means you can use queries to access data and 
eliminate time-consuming linking. Commander was designed to 
encourage community collaboration and seamlessly supports 
add-on applications such as automated analytics.

Features

Complete BAS Server Software
• Graphics, KPIs, and dashboard
• Schedules
• Historian
• Control and scripting logic
• Weather and forecast
• Notes

Advanced Applications
• Database builder
• Query builder

Performance Testing and Commissioning
• Proactive testing to find issues before they become problems
• Control, simulation, checkout

Updated User Experience
• Runs configuration and display tools in the browser
• Dynamically generated graphics
• Interactive actions
• Kiosks, dashboards, and digital signage

Enterprise Management
• Global edit of schedules
• Single control strategies run everywhere
• Scripting for demand response and commissioning
• Analytics capable—rules engine

Applications
• Graphics, KPIs, and dashboard
• Schedules, historian, and notes
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Commander Software

For purchasing the software only to install on a customer-
supplied PC, see KMC Commander Hardware and Software on 
page 2 and the following pages.

http://www.kmccontrols.com/component/kmcproducts/?view=product&alias=cmdr-cloud-base
http://www.kmccontrols.com/component/kmcproducts/?view=product&alias=cmdr-cloud-base
http://www.kmccommander.com/
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KMC COMMANDER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE

KMC Product 
to Order Commander BX Packages (Hardware with Software) Commander Software (Installed on a Customer PC)*

Hardware
CMDR-CLOUD-BASE-xxx (see all the package options 
in the data sheet for the KMC Commander BX IoT 
Appliance)

(After purchasing licenses, the Commander 
software is downloaded from the KMC web site 

and installed on a customer-supplied PC)

CAPs
100 CAPs license included (CMDR-CLOUD-
CAPS-00100 and CMDR-CAPS-00100)—for additional 
CAPs, see the CAPs (Capacity Licenses) section below

CMDR-CLOUD-CAPS-00xxx and CMDR-CAPS-00xxx—
see the CAPs (Capacity Licenses) section below

Cloud Storage
5 GB Cloud storage included (CMDR-CLOUD-5GB)—for 
additional storage, see the Cloud Storage (Licenses) 
section below

CMDR-CLOUD-xGB)—see the Cloud Storage (Licenses) 
section below

*NOTE: Certification training is also required for software-only installations. Contact KMC for additional information.
• Training Kit, includes an Engineering Tool License and a seat of certification training (CMDR-TRAINING-KIT)
• Engineering Tool License (CMDR-ENG-TOOL)

CAPS (CAPACITY LICENSES)

Number of CAPs (Capacity Licences) “Box” (Hardware) CAPS Cloud CAPS

100 CMDR-CAPS-00100 CMDR-CLOUD-CAPS-00100
500 CMDR-CAPS-00500 CMDR-CLOUD-CAPS-00500
1K (or 1,000) CMDR-CAPS-0001K CMDR-CLOUD-CAPS-0001K
2K (or 2,000) CMDR-CAPS-0002K CMDR-CLOUD-CAPS-0002K
5K (or 5,000) CMDR-CAPS-0005K CMDR-CLOUD-CAPS-0005K
10K (or 10,000) CMDR-CAPS-0010K CMDR-CLOUD-CAPS-0010K
50K (or 50,000) CMDR-CAPS-0050K CMDR-CLOUD-CAPS-0050K
100K (or 100,000) CMDR-CAPS-0100K CMDR-CLOUD-CAPS-0100K

NOTE:
• Additional CAPs licenses above are for Commander BX and KMC Cloud operation. Order both CMDR-CAPS-0xxx (for hardware 

operation) and equivalent CMDR-CLOUD-CAPS-0xxx (for KMC Cloud operation).
• CAPs and cloud licenses are for one year and provide continuing maintenance, storage, security, and software updates. After 

the first year, renewals are approximately 18% of the cost of the initial first year capacity licenses. Contact KMC Customer 
Service for pricing and ordering information.

CLOUD STORAGE (LICENSES)

5 GB of Data Annually (CMDR-CLOUD-5GB) 25 GB of Data Annually (CMDR-CLOUD-25GB)

NOTE: 
• KMC licenses annual subscriptions to KMC Cloud services based on the required total amount of data.
• For more information, see the section “How much Annual Cloud Storage is needed?” in the data sheet for the KMC Commander 

BX IoT Appliance.

http://www.kmccontrols.com/component/kmcproducts/?view=product&alias=cmdr-cloud-base
http://www.kmccontrols.com/component/kmcproducts/?view=product&alias=cmdr-cloud-base
http://www.kmccontrols.com/component/kmcproducts/?view=product&alias=cmdr-cloud-base
http://www.kmccontrols.com/component/kmcproducts/?view=product&alias=cmdr-cloud-base
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Graphics—Custom, Points, Summary

Imagine graphics that are automatically generated: navigation, 
point summaries and links to histories that simply work without 
any laborious setup, all combined with custom graphics that 
can be quickly created with the best tools in the industry.

Historian

Create ad hoc charts to compare data on the fly, using drag and 
drop points. You can use the powerful roll-up feature and even 
share custom views with a simple URL via email.

SYSTEM OVERVIEW

Benefits Include
• Next generation software framework
• Unified toolset optimized for efficient workflow
• Leverages powerful tagging and data modeling
• New paradigm uses queries to access data
• Provides modular development platform
• Designed to encourage community collaboration and oppor-

tunity
• Complete next generation building automation system
• Enterprise capabilities (batch edit)
• Energy savings
• Operational savings
• Cross-business awareness and actionable tasks
• Weather and forecast
• Notes

Mobile App

For remote vizualization, analytics, and energy management, a 
mobile app lets you launch the Commander interface on your 
smart phone anywhere you are.

KMC Cloud Services

Cloud services include:
• Securely storing data
• Processing data
• Relaying data to mobile and other devices
• Managing control devices
NOTE: For more information, see the “Frequently Asked 

Questions” section in the data sheet for the KMC 
Commander BX IoT Appliance.

KMC Licenses (Subscriptions)

KMC licenses annual subscriptions to cloud storage based on 
the required total amount of data. There are also licenses for 
CAPs (Capacity Points).

CAPs licenses are for points, which are alarmed, scheduled, 
trended, or used in control logic, and continuously subscribed 
in the Commander software. (Examples of points are AV, BV, 
MSV, AI, AO, BI, or BO BACnet objects.) Configuration points 
that are NOT continuously subscribed do not apply to the 
CAP limit. (Examples of such configuration points are BACnet 
objects containing K factor, flow setpoints, or fan delays.) 

CAPs and cloud storage licenses are for one year and provide 
continuing maintenance, storage, security, and software 
updates. After the first year, renewals are approximately 18% of 
the cost of the initial first year capacity licenses. Contact KMC 
Customer Service for pricing and ordering information.

NOTE: For more information, see the “Frequently Asked 
Questions” section in the data sheet for the KMC 
Commander BX IoT Appliance.

http://www.kmccontrols.com/component/kmcproducts/?view=product&alias=cmdr-cloud-base
http://www.kmccontrols.com/component/kmcproducts/?view=product&alias=cmdr-cloud-base
http://www.kmccontrols.com/component/kmcproducts/?view=product&alias=cmdr-cloud-base
http://www.kmccontrols.com/component/kmcproducts/?view=product&alias=cmdr-cloud-base
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DB Builder for Database Engineering

A powerful tool for creating your tagged database and the 
Haystack standard is built right in. You can add histories, create 
relationships, and view points, all with a single app.

bLine Control Logic

We took the simplicity of block programming and the powerful 
logic of line programming to create a new combination called 
bLine. With bLine, you can create control sequences once and 
reuse them everywhere.

Alarms

We radically changed the approach to alarming and have made 
creating and managing alarms easier. You can now create 
alarms and Fault Detection and Diagnostics sequences once 
and reuse them everywhere.

Notes

The new notes app is built-in, enabling you and your customers 
to add messages related to any equipment in the database. 
Notes can be sorted, assigned to users, and even have open/
closed status.

Schedules

A brand new approach to scheduling, we have eliminated the 
difficulty of linking schedules to equipment and the labor 
intensive aspects of schedule management.
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Additional resources are available on the web at www.
kmccontrols.com. To see all available files, log-in to the KMC 
Partners site.

SUPPORT

© 2016 KMC Controls, Inc. Specifications and design are subject to change without notice 910-035-15B

SAMPLE CUSTOMER INTERFACES

http://www.kmccontrols.com/
http://www.kmccontrols.com/
http://www.kmccontrols.com/
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